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Creating template-based products based off existing 
products (duplicating)
Overview

You may need a product that uses content available from another product... such as, you have 5x7 flat cards enabled, but would like to offer them printed 
on cardstock at a premium price.  

 

1) The Retailer-Side Setup

Example of when you need this: You want to offer cards that are different stock paper and at a different price but have them show all the Standard and IPI 
content!  OK! 

To be able to offer the same product (type/size) but alternate surfaces (and prices) online--- (no kiosk equivalent at the moment for this)

In Lab 50 or myLab, look up the folio product you want to duplicate (like 5x7 flat card), jot down the Product ID.
Create a new product (push Create New Product btn in upper left of Lab 50; ensure to set the 'Product Type' to be the same as the existing 

) and in the Product ID box (green), copy in that Product ID from step 1.product
If you need it to print to a different channel or have different production settings than the originating product ID does, then assign a different ID for 
printing (yellow box).  Use an ID in the 9000 - 9999 range, which are reserved for custom dealer products that we do not need to assign/reserve
/be notified of.  Pick an ID within that range and go with it (record what you are using so you don’t duplicate it later).  You will need to add the 
product to your apmconfig_products_custom.xml file and then configure it for printing in the Setup Wizard. (instructions follow)**
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(Otherwise the ID from the green box will be used for printing---which is already a product so that is already in your products xml file, which tells 
the system where to print the product... this is fine if it prints to the same place the original one does.)

Once you add your product, it's added to the All Products folder. Now, find the category where this new product should go(this would be in the 
folder with the small blue check mark icon), right-click and Add Product, then go find you new product. To zero in on it faster, check the Recents 
folder or the group where you put it when you defined it.

2) The Photo Finale Support Side Setup

When you have the products set how you'd like, let us know (support@photofinale.com). We have to run some magic on this side so that all the properties 
and content align properly. You may want to disable the products until we have done this part. Just tell us where the products are (please include the 
product ID) and we'll take care of the rest!  If you'd like to screenshot the list from myLab that shows the 3 IDs and product names and all...that would be 
helpful. 



How to print these products: 

See: Routing custom products

 

 

https://wiki.photofinale.com/display/DOC80/Routing+custom+products
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